
Smosh Libs Strike Back

1. Noun

2. Noun

3. Crazy Adventure

4. A Celeberty

5. Noun

6. Adverb

7. Bad Cartoon Catchphrase

8. Nation Of The World

9. Greeting

10. Full Name Of A Person

11. Adjective

12. Adjective

13. Job

14. Full Name Of A Person

15. Number

16. Insult

17. Weird Sport

18. Verb - Present Ends In S

19. Full Name Of A Person

20. Greeting

21. Food

22. Adjective

23. Noun
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24. Noun

25. Type Of Drink

26. Something Nasty

27. Adjective

28. Food

29. Animal

30. Part Of Body

31. Insult

32. Part Of Body

33. Tool

34. Noun

35. Full Name Of A Person

36. Full Name Of A Person

37. Adjective

38. Insult

39. Full Name Of A Person

40. Part Of Body

41. Thing In Space

42. Random Word



Smosh Libs Strike Back

Anthony is sitting on Noun playing with his purple Noun . "Wow," a crossed-eye Anthony

exclaims, "this has to be more fun than that one time I crazy adventure with a celeberty !" Just then

Anthony gets a call from his Noun that he keeps hidden in his underwear for emergencies. He picks the

phone up Adverb and says, " bad cartoon catchphrase "

The person answers back in a poorly-done nation of the world accent. " greeting ! This is

Full Name of a Person ! I've got this Adjective kid, and I need some dumb jerk to babysit him. Do you

have any experience with Adjective kids?"

Anthony thinks hard. "Well, the only job I've had before was as a job ."

( Full Name of a Person ) answers back, "Great! I'll be there in Number seconds you insult ."

Anthony decides to pass the time by doing weird sport naked.

He then hears a ring at the door and he Verb - Present ends in S over to the door. Anthony opens the door to

find Full Name of a Person kid standing their all alone.



" greeting ," the kid says while licking a frozen food on a stick.

Anthony looks Adjective and asks, "Where's you mom?"

The kid answers, "She was late for her job at the Noun factory. Can I come in?"

Anthony sat the kid on his Noun and Anthony gave the kid a glass of his favorite drink, type of 

drink . The kid spat it out on Anthony's face. This tastes like ( something nasty ). I'm hungry! Make me a

saaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaalad."

Anthony looked at him weird. "Really you want a salad? I know how to make a really good Adjective

food ."

The kid started to cry out like a dying Animal . It got so loud and annoying that Anthony's ears and

Part of Body started bleeding. Anthony exclaimed, "How will I ever shut this little insult up? He

decided to make a salad out of his Part of Body , tool , and a tiny Noun .

When Full Name of a Person returned, he found his child eating the "salad". Full Name of a Person freaks

out and yells, "You little Adjective insult ! You're the worst babysitter in the world!" 

Full Name of a Person



kicks Anthony all the way up to space where he then hits his Part of Body on thing in space . He then

dies, but not before uttering his final word: random word .
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